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Disclaimer !

What I will not be talking about...What I will not be talking about...



  

Applications of graphene

2013 : Graphene Flagship (10 Mrd Euros, European Union)

Potential Potential applications: electronics, materials, optics, 
                             captors, energetics, medicine, environment,…

                         (very long list !)(very long list !)

→ https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Potential_applications_of_graphene 

RealReal applications: tennis racquets

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Potential_applications_of_graphene


  

https://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/physics/laureates/2005/hansch-slides.pdf

Project-funding based research



  

Graphene-based headphones

→ → Project emerged from fundamental research at McGill University, MontréalProject emerged from fundamental research at McGill University, Montréal



  

Fundamental condensed-matter 
research

Why do we care about graphene?Why do we care about graphene?



  

Prehistory: Graphene in a nutshell



  

Band structure of graphene



  

Wave functions and winding 
numbers



  

Position of graphene in modern 
condensed-matter physics

Since 2005: rewriting of the theory of thetheory of the
              electron liquidelectron liquid for the case of graphene
→ plasmonics
→ electron-phonon coupling
→ superconductivity
→ electronic viscosity
→ SU(4) FQHE/quantum-Hall ferromagnetism



  

Position of graphene in modern 
condensed-matter physics

Since ~2006: other 2D materials other 2D materials 
        hosting Dirac fermionshosting Dirac fermions
→ organic materials
→ tilted Dirac cones
→ silicene...



  

Position of graphene in modern 
condensed-matter physics

Since ~2006: other 2D crystals other 2D crystals 
→ semiconductors (transition-
   metal dichalcogenides)
→→massive Dirac fermions (?)massive Dirac fermions (?)



  

Position of graphene in modern 
condensed-matter physics

Since ~2010: heterostructures heterostructures 
→ bilayer graphene
→ BN encapsulation
→→band-structure engineering (?)band-structure engineering (?)



  

Position of graphene in modern 
condensed-matter physics

Since ~2009 (2018): 
twisted bilayer graph. twisted bilayer graph. 
→ Moiré patterns
→ correlations and unconventional superconductivity



  

Position of graphene in modern 
condensed-matter physics

Since 2005: topological topological 
        insulators and supercond.insulators and supercond.
→ QAHE and QSHE
→ bulk-edge correspondence



  

Position of graphene in modern 
condensed-matter physics

Since ~2014:  
  Weyl semimetalsWeyl semimetals
→ 3D graphene
→ Fermi arcs
→ chiral anomaly



  

Outline

● Relativistic featuresRelativistic features of graphene electrons

(beyond the spectrum)
● Massive Dirac fermionsMassive Dirac fermions in 2D transition-metal 

dichalcogenides (TMDC)
● How to unveil geometry/topology in 2D materialsgeometry/topology in 2D materials

(the role of Berry curvature)
● Future research: interplay between topology and topology and 

correlationscorrelations 



  

Band structure of graphene

Tight-binding model
   (nearest-neighbour hopping) :

with (hopping from B to A) : contacts de bandes :

energy bands :



  

Band structure of gappedgapped graphene

Tight-binding model
   (nearest-neighbour hopping) :

with (hopping from B to A) : contacts de bandes :

energy bands :

en
er

gy



  

Berry curvature for insulating 
graphene

Since curvature is antisymmetric

Berry curvature concentrated around Dirac pointsBerry curvature concentrated around Dirac points

Fuchs et al., EPJB (2010)



  

Band structure of (gapped)(gapped) 
graphene (continuum limit)

Dirac Hamiltonian ((massive fermionsmassive fermions)) : 

→ 

: valley index
  (K or K’)

Continuum limit = series expansion in       : 



  

Landau-level spectrum:

Landau levels (→magnetic field)

→ → parity anomalyparity anomaly
[Semenoff, PRL (1984)]

with (Peierls substitution):



  

Dirac fermions in condensed matter

Are there relativistic signatures beyond the Are there relativistic signatures beyond the 
spectrum ?spectrum ?

→ → CovarianceCovariance
→ → Coupling to electromagnetic fieldCoupling to electromagnetic field



  

2D electrons in crossed magnetic 
and electric fields

Hamiltonian for 2D electrons in crossed fields 

and

→ Non-relativisticNon-relativistic (Schrödinger) fermions:
   Galilei transformationGalilei transformation to comoving frame
   of reference with velocity

→ Landau levels:



  

2D electrons in crossed magnetic 
and electric fields

Hamiltonian for 2D electrons in crossed fields 

and

→ RelativisticRelativistic (Dirac) fermions:
   Lorentz transformationLorentz transformation to comoving frame
   of reference with velocity

→ Landau levels (in lab frame):



  

2D electrons in crossed magnetic 
and electric fields



  

2D electrons in crossed magnetic 
and electric fields

[Lukose et al., PRL (2007)]



  

Relativistic breakdown of Landau 
levels

Relativistic Landau levels:

Condition for drift velocity (upper critical electric field):Condition for drift velocity (upper critical electric field):

→ “→ “magnetic regime” ~ existence of frame of reference with closed orbitsmagnetic regime” ~ existence of frame of reference with closed orbits

→ “→ “electric regime” ~ open orbits in any frame of reference forelectric regime” ~ open orbits in any frame of reference for  



  

Pseudo-covariance in tilted Dirac 
and Weyl cones

Generalised Dirac/WeylWeyl Hamiltonian: 

: tilt velocity: tilt velocity

Energy dispersion:

: 2x2 one matrix: 2x2 one matrix



  

Criterion for maximal tilt

type-I Dirac/WeylWeyl semimetal type-II Dirac/WeylWeyl semimetal

M.O.G. et al., Phys. Rev. B (2008)
A.A. Soluyanov et al., Nature (2015)



  

Materials with tilted Dirac cones

α-(BEDT-TTF)
2
I
3

BEDT-TTF
=bis(ethylenedithio)tetrafulvalene

(organic molecule)

→ quasi-2D crystal (stacked layers)

→ 4 molecules/unit cell → 4 bands

→ electronic filling: ¾

→ hopping parameters

→ Dirac semimetal under pressure   Katayama et al., JPSJ (2006)



  

Criterion for maximal tilt/relation with relation with 
relativistic electrons in crossed fieldsrelativistic electrons in crossed fields

type-I Dirac/WeylWeyl semimetal type-II Dirac/WeylWeyl semimetal

M.O.G. et al., Phys. Rev. B (2008)
A.A. Soluyanov et al., Nature (2015)



  

Pseudo-covariance in tilted Dirac 
and Weyl cones

Generalised Dirac/WeylWeyl Hamiltonian (2D): 

in a magnetic field:

trivial part

covariant part

:  tilt = drift velocity !:  tilt = drift velocity !



  

Pseudo-covariance in tilted Dirac 
and Weyl cones: Landau levels

Diagonalisation yields Landau-level spectrum:
M.O.G. et al., Phys. Rev. B (2008)

with renormalised velocity:



  

Pseudo-covariance in tilted Dirac 
and Weyl cones

~ “magnetic” regime~ “magnetic” regime ~ “electric” regime~ “electric” regime



  

Pseudo-covariance in tilted Dirac 
and Weyl cones: Landau levels

Diagonalisation yields Landau-level spectrum:
M.O.G. et al., Phys. Rev. B (2008)

with renormalised velocity:



  

Light-matter coupling

Motivation: color shiftcolor shift in relativity (optical Doppler effect)

→ Peierls substitution: 

magnetic field radiation field

→ expansion of Hamiltonian to linear order in radiation field: 

with velocity operator

→ → (magneto-)optical selection rules (matrix elements):(magneto-)optical selection rules (matrix elements):



  

Light-matter coupling

(magneto-)optical selection rules (matrix elements):(magneto-)optical selection rules (matrix elements):

→ graphene (no tilt, no electric field):



  

Infrared transmission spectroscopy 
in graphene



  

Light-matter coupling for tilted Dirac 
cones

→ Lorentz boost in x direction, with  

(Lorentz transformation of a 4-vector)(Lorentz transformation of a 4-vector)

→ transformation of wave function, with                          : 

→ selection rules known in co-moving frame

WANTED: selection rules in lab frame !WANTED: selection rules in lab frame !



  

Light-matter coupling for tilted Dirac 
cones



  

Light-matter coupling for tilted Dirac 
cones



  

Light-matter coupling for tilted Dirac 
cones



  

Pseudo-covariance in 3D Weyl 
semimetals

Tilt direction no longer necessarily perpendicular Tilt direction no longer necessarily perpendicular 
to the magnetic fieldto the magnetic field

Novelty with respect to 2D:

→ → magnetic and electric regimes no longer directly related to magnetic and electric regimes no longer directly related to 
          type-I and type-II Weyl semimetalstype-I and type-II Weyl semimetals



  

Pseudo-covariance in 3D Weyl 
semimetals



  

Pseudo-covariance in 3D Weyl 
semimetals – Landau levels



  

Pseudo-covariance in 3D Weyl 
semimetals – Landau levels

WSM type conferred
to 1D bands

(1D tilt parameter)



  

Optical conductivity



  

Outline

● Relativistic featuresRelativistic features of graphene electrons

(beyond the spectrum)
● Massive Dirac fermionsMassive Dirac fermions in 2D transition-metal  in 2D transition-metal 

dichalcogenides (TMDC)dichalcogenides (TMDC)
● How to unveil geometry/topology in 2D materialsgeometry/topology in 2D materials

(the role of Berry curvature)
● Future research: interplay between topology and topology and 

correlationscorrelations 



  

Example of TMDC: Molybdenum 
Disulfide (MoS

2
)



  

Schrödinger or massive Dirac 
fermions ?



  

Schrödinger or massive Dirac 
fermions ?

wave
functions

no Berry curvatureno Berry curvature Berry curvatureBerry curvature



  

Schrödinger or massive Dirac 
fermions ?



  

Schrödinger or massive Dirac 
fermions ?



  

Landau levels



  

Landau levels



  

Outline

● Relativistic featuresRelativistic features of graphene electrons

(beyond the spectrum)
● Massive Dirac fermionsMassive Dirac fermions in 2D transition-metal 

dichalcogenides (TMDC)
● How to unveil How to unveil geometry/topology in 2D materialsgeometry/topology in 2D materials

(the role of Berry curvature)(the role of Berry curvature)
● Future research: interplay between topology and topology and 

correlationscorrelations 



  

Exciton spectrum in 2D TMDC

Hydrogen model of excitons:

Spectrum of hydrogen model (2D):



  

Possible reasons for failure of 2D 
hydrogen model at small n

● more realistic interaction potentialinteraction potential to take into 
account screening effects (→ Keldysh potential→ Keldysh potential)

● band-couplingband-coupling effects (→ Berry curvature           → Berry curvature           )

→ semiclassical equations of motion :



  

Modified “single-band” Hamiltonian
(toolboxtoolbox)

● Hamiltonian: 

● Generalised Peierls substitution: 

→ → justification: reproduction (at linear order) of justification: reproduction (at linear order) of 
semiclassical equations of motion (Heisenberg)semiclassical equations of motion (Heisenberg)

● Linearised Hamiltonian:

Zero B field

Due to Coulomb
interaction



  

Exciton Hamiltonian

● Hamiltonian in center-of-mass frame:

● Exciton Berry curvature:

Hydrogenic part Berry-curvature correction + Darwin term

Zhou et al., PRL (2015)
Srivastava & Imamoglu, PRL (2015)
Trushin et al., PRL (2018)



  

Exciton Hamiltonian (orders of 
magnitude)

● Hamiltonian in center-of-mass frame:

Hydrogenic part Berry-curvature correction + Darwin term

(effective Bohr radius)

(effective Compton length)

(“fine-structure constant”)



  

Exciton spectrum (Berry + Keldysh)

Chernikov et al.
PRL (2014)

He et al.,
PRL (2014)

Trushin et al.,
PRL (2018)

(Keldysh length)

ab initio calculations: Berkelbach et al., PRB (2013)



  

Outline

● Relativistic featuresRelativistic features of graphene electrons

(beyond the spectrum)
● Massive Dirac fermionsMassive Dirac fermions in 2D transition-metal 

dichalcogenides (TMDC)
● How to unveil geometry/topology in 2D materialsgeometry/topology in 2D materials

(the role of Berry curvature)
● Future research: interplay between Future research: interplay between topology and topology and 

correlationscorrelations  



  

Berry curvature – band projection

→ link to perturbation theory :

virtual transitions

sum rule:sum rule:



  

The fate of topological bands in the 
presence of correlations

1) QSHE insulator (+weak correlations) 
Dirac-exciton limitDirac-exciton limit



  

The fate of topological bands in the 
presence of correlations

1) QSHE insulator → Mott insulator (AF, topologically trivial) ?

How does the (topo?) transition takes place from QSHE to MI?How does the (topo?) transition takes place from QSHE to MI?



  

The fate of topological bands in the 
presence of correlations

2) SH metal 

non-quantised spin Hall effectnon-quantised spin Hall effect



  

The fate of topological bands in the 
presence of correlations

2) SH metal → FQHE 

Fractional Chern insulator/quantum spin Hall effectFractional Chern insulator/quantum spin Hall effect



  

The fate of topological bands in the 
presence of correlations

2) SH metal → FQHE → Mott insulator (topologically trivial) ? 

How does the (topo?) transition takes place from SHE to MI?How does the (topo?) transition takes place from SHE to MI?



  

Outline → Summary

● Relativistic featuresRelativistic features of graphene electrons

(beyond the spectrum)
● Massive Dirac fermionsMassive Dirac fermions in 2D transition-metal 

dichalcogenides (TMDC)
● How to unveil geometry/topology in 2D materialsgeometry/topology in 2D materials

(the role of Berry curvature)
● Future research: interplay between topologytopology and 

correlationscorrelations  
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